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General Introduction 
 
PHILOSOPHY 
Art education is concerned with the organization of visual material. A primary 
reliance upon visual experience gives an emphasis that sets it apart from the 
performing arts. Acquiring proficiency in art requires systematic instruction in 
how we see, interpret and make sense of visual stimuli. It requires an 
understanding of how others interpret the visual messages which are products of 
this kind of activity. It requires an education in the use of traditional and 
contemporary tools, materials and media. 
 
Art education is concerned with having individuals think and behave as 
artists. For the purposes of art education, the term “artist” is equally valid to 
describe one who has worked for a lifetime or someone who is a relative 
beginner. Ultimately, art is accessible to all individuals. Its practice results in 
changing the individual, in changing the relationship among individuals, or in 
changing the social/physical environment.  
 
Art education is concerned with pointing out the values that surround the 
creation and cherishing of art forms. Art is not merely created, it is valued. 
The relative values given to art products not only tell us about those who produce 
them, but introduce notions of how values have changed over time. Learning to 
see gives us the means to view the works of others and perhaps to relate that to 
our own works. In this case, however, searching for organization may be helped 
by knowledge about other people’s priorities. 
 
Art education deals with ways in which people express their feelings in visual 
forms. Art takes the human condition as the focus of study. Persons involved in 
the visual arts reflect upon and externalize their personal feelings and intuitions 
or those of their fellow human beings. 
As artists, they share this ability with the writer, the poet and the musician. In 
making parallels and discovering relationships with the performing and literary 
arts we gain a sense of common purpose. 
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Art education deals with making and defending qualitative judgments about 
artworks. Becoming a perceptive critic attunes the individual to the unique 
contribution of the artist. By adopting the stance of critic we can develop methods 
of qualitative differentiation. We gain a sense that not all art is the same, and we 
are able to articulate reasons for preferring one work over another. 
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Goals and Objectives 

From the general philosophy statement, a series of goals have been drawn. They 

are set in three categories and provide the framework for the Alberta art program. 

  

Drawings 

Students will: 

1. Acquire a repertoire of approaches to recording visual information. 

2. Develop the ability to investigate visual relationships in their recorded images 

and in the environment. 

3. Express technical competencies and individual insights. 

4. Apply visual, analytical and critical skills, and develop control and competency. 

 

Compositions 

Students will: 

1. Develop competence with the components of images: media, techniques and 

design elements. 

2. Analyze the relationships among components of images. 

3. Express meaning through control of visual relationships. 

 

Encounters 

Students will: 

1. Investigate natural forms, human-made forms, cultural traditions and social 

activities as sources of imagery through time and across cultures. 

2. Understand that the role and form of art differs through time and across 

cultures. 

3. Understand that art reflects and affects cultural character. 
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Evaluation 
This is a five credit program. Students will be assessed on their five major 
projects and supporting evidence of learning. 
 
Area of Study  
Art Objectives  15% 
Portfolio   15% 
Assignments  15%     
Test/Quizzes  10% 
Projects   20% 
Final Project  25% 
Total    100% 
 
Art Objectives: The areas of Drawings, Compositions and Encounters, are 
an on-going evaluation of the students understanding and growth in these areas. 
 
Portfolio: This area is a sampling of students work and their improvement 
throughout the semester. Work chosen for the portfolio will be done by student 
and instructor. 
 
Assignments: Students will be given various assignments in the form of art 
studies and research. 
 
Test/Quizzes: Students will be given tests and quizzes throughout the semester 
to gauge their retention and understanding of art. 
 
Projects: There will be four major projects to complete.  
 
Final Project: A major project will be completed by the end of the semester. This 
will be a representation of the student’s knowledge and skills acquired during the 
semester. 
 
Please note that students are responsible for any work not handed in, 
included work misses while away. If students wish to complete missing 
assignments, quizzes or projects, they must contact Mr. Friesen for the needed 
materials either at lunch or after school. Missing work not handed in prior to the 
completion of a unit may result in a mark of Incomplete for each missing task. 
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Required Materials (student must provide) 
 Loose-leaf , lined paper 

 Pen 

 Pencils and eraser 

 Pencil crayons 

 Ruler 
 

Students may be required to bring in materials for their projects. Students 
wishing to use materials not supplied by the school may have to purchase them. 


